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Y/E. ,

Bloc k- making .

cost will be £155 against

XIX/7. £250

195
£55

[l.

6.
7- Z-

Petrol storage 
tanks

Balance available

Provision
Town Hall Lavatory

£100
£5

, therefore, 
and some return for our wet-time wage-payments.

-hi s exp e nd i ture j ust i fi e d,
block-making shed prepared.

The vote will 
to revenue, 
considers t

be over so ent by £100 with £16 offset by credit 
If Y.E.

I will have proper plans for the

M ■
9th June, 192+3*

road will, Dr.
The cost of removing

The

3o (b) Biock-making. This will no longer be possible at the qurrry. 
the Ex. Eng. is anxious for the making of artificial stone to continue 
with as little interruption as possible partly because he is making increasing 
use of this material in place cf imported timber, but chiefly in order to 
ensure a "wet-time” occupation for his men (an important consideration in 

'. He cannot make temporary use 
the recently purchased

I think he has a case for

3* as compensation. £51iza Cove seems
, particularly as the repair of that 

enable him to extend plantings in that area.

br. I might mention that such natural stone as may he needed for 
building purposes is now being fetched from near Ordinance Pt. where a 
veiy good variety is obtainable.

wet-time” <
view of the necessity for wet-time payment), 
of store-sheds because they are overflowing with 
R.E. stores. In the circumstances, therefore, 
asking for the project to be proceeded with now rather than waiting for funds 
to be provided in the 192+2-1- estimates.
XIX/7 • Mino r Wo rks.

This M.P. deals with proposals by the Executive Engineer in regard 
to (a) stone-crushing for roads and (b) concrete block making for 
construction work, including concrete gate-posts, etc.

(p) BGone crushing. I was able to put the Ex. Engineer in touch 
with the Military regarding this and road maintenance generally and the 
scheme described in para: 3 of (2+) is the result. I have told the Force 
Commander that the technical advice of the Ex. Engineer is always at his" 
disposal.

The quarry has been virtually worked out by the R.E/s’ and I 
recommend acceptance of £12+3. 
to be the preferable source of stone 

Gibbs tells me,
the st one-crushing plant to the" Gove will be £125.

It should be charged to Roads, the 3. if one proves necessary later, being 
offset by the £12+3 accruing to Revenue, leaving a favourable balance of £18.^ 
I also recommend the proposals in para: 3 of (2+) referred to above.
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MINUTE.
No.

19 43.5th May,

To The Hon.

Colonial Secretary,

Stanley.

but •

supply,

stone making plant and cement store.

a b

THE
Executive Engineer.

Stanley, Falkland Islands.

<^KLAND

1. The Royal Engineers are about to hand back the Quarry and by the next Fitzroy I am hopeful that the replacement of Jaws lent to them for the crusher will be received. Stone for road repairs will then become available and the quarry for use,as in the past/ for the employment of spare labour at any time and all labour during wet time.

/r
From x

4. There are three possible alternative, scources of stone 
the South east and South Sides of Sapper Hill. Benders stone run.c) Eliza Cove.

until further
A 
agreec

- — x - - - — - ------ ■> Other thanthe main store, the Timber Store and the Garage there is not a useful size building available, as it is just a result of haphazard patchwork additions in the form of ’’lean Tosm small huts etc: I 
have indicated in red an area that could be used for a new artificial stone making plant and cement store. In this location men could immediately be profitably put jjo work if the day turned wet. Enough material would be found in pulling down the various lean tos and sheds and the Quarry building,only part of which would need to be re-erected at the Stone Scource.

2. There has always been difficulty in the use of the quarry for this purpose, supervision is difficult and cannot be continuous with the resultant tendency for idling. What however is more important is that the stone can no longer be quarried there economically. This was confirmed by the R.E.s who with far more facilities in the way of rock drills and skilled blasting ceased quarrying after a few weeks and carted stone to the crusher in the Quarry buildings, as had been done by this Department. This method is most costly and while the point is not so serious when only small quantities are concerned for the large amounts we shall now need it is a very serious additional expense , which by small capital exnenditure<<be avoided. My proposals are:- '
(a) that the crusher plant be moved to the site of the stone supply.(b) the block making machinery be moved and housed in the Dockyard.
I attach a diagram to illustrate present and proposed methods of stone collection and crushing and blockmaking which I feel make the above points clear.
3. The above proposals would in addition to rationalising work and output and easing transport, mean the Quarry site would no longer be used for Quarrying or any work,and would become available for other purposes - e-rg.public tennis courts etc.- more important still the potential danger to Government House from blasting would be removed and the whole area around no longer be sterilised for development.

Each has advantages and disadvantages and data is available no recommendation can be made at this stage, full report will however be made if the proposal in general is
5. I also attach a survey plan of the Dockyard.



Executive Engineer.

7. No provision for this work has been made in current estimates and no suitable vote head exists, as it would be impossible for the R.E.s to re-instate the Quarry prior to their departure and as I have this proposal in mind, it has been provisionally agreed that it shall be treated as a "damage claim' and a provisional figure of £143. 3. 3d. is being discussed. If as I haveevery reason to believe it will be, this Sum is accented by both Military and Government then I submit the money be used for this proposal . It would, involving as it does,95% labour employ nine men for five weeks. If this proposal is not approved then the sum in question will easily restore the Quarry buildings,
8. Your instructions in due course will be appreciated.

^m 6. While the Scheme will be of immediate benefit if (A 7•adopted, its use after the war when the labour strength of tnF Department may suddenly be increased by 300 - 400% would be of immense value.
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MINUTE.
No.

19 43-29 th May,

To ......The Hon colonial Secretary,From

Stanley.

Stanley, Falkland Islands.

In continuation of my minute of the 5th inst. (red 1) I have now

for.
In company with my foremen (Messrs. Lees.and Barnes) i have2.

inspected each of the three alternatives referred to in para 4 red 1 . As
basic requirements we laid down that above all else the source must
ensure

(a) No further blasting necessary.
(b) Nomexcessive breaking down of stone with hammers before being

put into the crusher.
(d) A minimum of 10 years life.(c) Ease of access.

(e) If possible,gravity feed to crusher.
We came to the definite conclusion that no other sources were worth

considering on account of two or more of the above requirements not being
met. In passing I would point out that such building stone as is needed
will have to continue to be brought from Rabbit Cove until a nearer out-,
crop of similar stone can be prospected.

The following notes and comments are gi^en on each of the three3-
positions.

) Sapper Hill. Blasting will be necessary after a few weeks

need special additional precautions if and when blasting was in

be seriously effected. supply
is virtually unlimited. This source is slightly nearer than the others.

EXECUTIVE ENGINEER, 
the mwv.wrraura.

given further consideration to the matter and submit the following
of stone supply and (b) financial report as called

progress.
Gravity feed to crusher would be possible. If Sapper Hill is used after

(a

reports on (a) source

if not at once and the lumps will need to be broken down considerably by 
sledge hammers. Access is good but the proximity of a through road would

the war as before for recreational walks and picnics its use as such would 
Sapper Hill Road would need repairing. The



2

(b) Benders Stone Run.

necessary from present road to Wireless Station to suitable site
for crusher. Gravity feed could be easily planned. The Wireless
Station and camp road would have to be put in first class repair.
If this was once done both Navy and Army would expect Government tom

and in view of the very heavy usgge by the former
the latter would be saddled with a heavy liability. This applies to

less degree to Sapper Hill Road.a
unlimited. This source is furthest away.

(c) Eliza Cove. No blasting would be necessary here and only
a negligible amount of cracking with hammer. Being beach stones, soft
stone and shale does not occur. A very short extension of the present
road and a turn for vehicles would be necessary. Actual gravity feed

man or horse to push or pull a loaded skip. The whole of the Eliza
Cove Road will need repair, but of nothing like such an extensive
basic nature as the others as it is the one road which up till now
has not been exclusively used by Military. Repairs over a great
part of the road will have to be done in any case as it is a

Inaa matter of two years the whole would have to beroad.
done as the only new peat banks are in this area and those along
Surf Bay Road are petering out. I have discussed the matter with the
Director of Agriculture and he informs me that the repair of the road
to Eliza Cove would be in that

I estimate a minimum of 20 years normal supply.area.
4- I therefore recommend that the source of stone be located at

Eliza Cove and the following programme be put into effect.
(a) Erect crusher and staging and engine at Eliza Cove on fine

days and start demolishing the quarry building for this purpose on
wet days and/or to obtain sufficient materials for the
at Eliza Cove.

carting”
”Peat

new building

Blasting would be unlikely here but 
heavy hammer work would be continuous. A road of some 500 yards would 
be

continue to do so,

The life of this source is almost

would not be possible but the gradient would be slight enough for a

"of immense help in his developments”



- 3 -
(b) Before erection of crusher, repair Eliza Cove Road from the

south end northwards under XIX 1 Roads, and in unsuitable weather con-

(1) c. and erect artificial stone making plant in
accordance with plans to be submitted and approved by you.

5. The following data is given on the financial side.

125. • -•

150-

275-
I submit this be charged against XIX 7 Minor Works in which

there is a balance of £155 at date. There is also a credit to revenue
from Military of £143* 3. 3* on account of the Quarry damage claim
which I shall be glad to have your authority to accept.

Repairs to Eliza Cove Road and construction at the two gates of
’passe Libre’ would be a justifiable charge against P.W.R. XIXtwo 1 .

in which there is a balance of £1166 at date, and the man will be more
profitable employed on this than other roads at this time especially

the result of their work will eventually cheapen all other repairs.as
The present cost of crushed stone delivered on site of works averages

I estimate the cost when the new scheme isjusj over £1 per cu. yd.
working at not more than 15/- a yard delivered at site of works.

6. I would be grateful if some early decision could be given as
the time of year when it is difficult to find

Cost of taking flown carting and re-erecting 
staging, shed and crusher plant at Eliza Cove.

work especially work that does not involve the use of, crushed stone.

Executive Engineer.

tinue pulling down quarry buildings and cleaning site in Dockyard 
indicated in red on

Cost of erecting artificial stone plant with 
old materials from pulling down and finally 
cleaning quarry.

we are now approaching



MINUTE.
No.

19 43 .9 th June,

mmmm TO:- From;-

THE COLONIAL SECRETARY. The Executive Engineer,

Stanley, Falkland Islands. Stanley.

Imperial Troops called on me with regard to a source of stone
supply for their use.

renair all roads but under my direct supervision.

4.

which has to be employed in any case.

I write in continuation of my minute of the 29th May,1943. 
in Charge of the R.E. detadhment of the2. The Officer

(e) The Government supply the Road roller and driver.
I trust I may be allowed to proceed and work on the

3. In order to, give effect to these decisions the following 
proposals were mutu&ly agreed subject of course to confirmation 
on the part of Government.

(a) That I be allowed to act as Honorary Technical Adviser in Engineering and allied matters.
(b) That the Government crush at Eliza Gove all stone necessary for road repairs.
(c) That the Imperial Troops supply labour as required to

o(\-9JUN.1943
no

(d) That transport be supplied on a mutual basis and in accordance with demands on either R.A.S.G. or p.W.D. at any time, but in tne main Army transport will be used.

use of Eliza Gove for this purpose in view of my proposals submitt
ed to you. We discussed the matter and as a result I yesterday 
saw the Force Commander in an informal conference on tne subject,

I shewed him my minute to you on tne 
matter and said I was not prepared to permit or recommend their

verbal arrangements as above, as I she the situation it means 
for the Government that the roads will now definitely be decently 
repaired and much sooner than might nave been^and suitable and 
more profitable work (stone crushing) found tor present labour,

as a result of this it was mutually agreed that
(a) more could be achieved by cooperation than otherwise, in road repairs and maintenance particularly.
(b) that such technical ability as I possess would be welcomed by the Force both in connection with roads and other matters.



Page 2

I cannot at this stage safely forecast any saving on5.

come into operation.
^155 balance under XIX 7 has been reduced to

6.

The Array on the other hand will have the advantage oi 
better roads for their transport with very occasionally small 
quantities of stone crushed free for their special use and 
some technical advice in cases of need.

£60.

Executive Engineer.

men will be employed indirectly on roads, but although the 
erection of the crusher is really capital expenditure it
might be paid for from Roads.

I would be grateful for early instructions.

the £275 estimate given previously. If as I hope Military 
will assist with transport on the aJ.25 item this might be 
reduced by aj25 but our discussions in para 3 were based on 
the crusher being erected at Eliza Cove before other points

Since writing my minute of the 2d th
May the
I do not anticipate any saving under XIX 1 Roads as all the



14th Juno, 19

From The Colonial Secretary,

Stanley, Falkland Islands.

4.
limited to £155 and’charged to XI3/7 Minor Works, 
the provision by £100. 
the end of the year.

No. 74/M.
(It is requested 

that, in any refer
ence to this minute, 
the above Number 
and the date may 
be quoted).

Jj* OJ'C7 MINUTE./

Capital expenditure on the_block-making project should be 
This will overspend

A Special Warrant cm be applied for towards

' With reference to your minute of the 9th June and previous correspon
dence 9 your proposals for stone-crushing5 road maintenance and artificial 
stone-making are approved.

5. His Excellency desires me to draw your attention to the deplorable 
waste of paper involved by your three minutes under reference being typed 
double-spaced and on only one side of the paper.

K. G BRADLEY
Colonial Secretary.

yr"The Executive Engineer

2. The acceptance of £143» 3* 3* compensation for the quarry is agreed to, and this sum should be credited to Revenue sub-head LX/8 
Unforeseen.

3. Capital expenditure on opening up the Elisa Cove stone source should not exceed £125 and should be charged to XLX/1 Roads, a Special Warrant being applied for later on if necessary against which the above 
revenue credit of £143 will be, in fact, offset.



MINUTE.

7th February, 19

To
From The Executive Engineer,

Public Works Dept.,
Falkland Islands.Stanley. Falkland Islands.

as early as conven
ient .

The Hon. Colohial Secretary,

o

Executive Engineer.

No.
(It is requested 

that, in any refer
ence to this minute, 
the above Number 
and the date may 
be quoted).

< an- ’

'' Q - FEB.1944

As instructed by you last week I enclose copies of plans for the 
works now being executed in the Dockyard. As I explained then these vary 
from the original scheme which was to have had a flat roof over the block 
making shed. By raising the pitch of this roof however and strengthening 
the ceiling one can get very valuable additional storage space of which we 
are at present so short, with direct loading from the south end. All mater
ials in so far as it is absolutely possible will be obtained from the demolition of the Quarry buildings.

Quite irrespective of the eventual great utility of the buildings 
for wet time work etc. it is the only employment I can find at the moment 
for my casual labourers. Even if numbers permitted I can do no further work 
on roads as both lorries are fully employed in bringing home the peat which 
is already somewhat behindhand. ,

I should be grateful for your fdWtJu approval



19

To
From * :r- '* ' ». • '• •••■«>.%“..i....«■■•

Stanley. Falkland Islands.

X

•L..'

1.; wliercy

t. C .St a st '.•<
■ ■ U .

....... . j Jisl cst,t'£
?.a. • x:;;;.r. & x j t ,x»e

C • B lj . - ’

Of " '. 5 r - - ../<•
.:;s s\’ov.jd ?.

the \
VjvXvt1;; GxXv ...

1 . r. i. * <.;£ ■. .

No. f \ ‘ ..
(It is requested 

that, in any refer
ence to this minute, 
the above Number 
and the date may 
be quoted).

K. G BRADLEY

Treasury and on 130/U2.
MINUTE.

Copy to 0.I.C. ?

.;o'■.-..In;; ;



MINUTE.

15th February, 1944-

To The Honourable,
From The Executive Engineer,

The Colonial Secretary,
Stanley,.Stanley, Falkland Islands.

Executive Engineer.

nq. 74/43.
F (It is requested 
that, in any refer
ence to this minute, 
the above Number 
and the date may 
be quoted).

I am in receipt of your minute of the 10th under the above reference 
The additional £45 will not necessarily cover the additional cost of the 
store.

It seems most unlikely that we shall get further military working 
parties or transport for road work and therefore all work thereon must 
cease at least until Government lorries can be released from peat carting 
(another one or two months according to weather conditions). The only 
work on which I can employ the general labour gang without ’’making work” 
of neither urgent nor beneficial nature, is the buildings in the Dockyard. 
In order tQ do this I am increasing the height of the concrete wall from 
31 6” to 8’ 0” but reducing its thickness above 3’ 6” to 6” from 9”. This 
nevertheless will not be nearly as cheap as timber framing which it was 
proposed to start at the 3’ 6” levelbut it keeps the gang employed and 
defers the use of carpenters for whom other useful work exists. Similarly, 
instead of demolishing the old foremans office and re-erecting later on 
the peat banks under Peat Supply XIX. 14, a site has been cleared in the 
Dockyard to which it will be transported bodily to form a new slumbers 
shop and thereby release the present plumbers shop for storage of iron 
piping now lying in the open.

I bring these matters to your notice to shew that this work is 
virtually a form of ’’relief work” and as such details have to be adapted 
to give the most employment for the longest time with the minimum of 
materials rather than an economic building scheme where labour and materials 
are adjusted to give best results at least cost.

Finally, I would again point out that with the completion of this 
work wet time for the labour gang and masons at least will disappear and 
one will always have useful and productive work upon which to employ the 
men in the manufacture of stocks of blocks, pavings, gate and fence posts, 
manholes and all the great number of other articles which can be cast in 
concrete and whose, eventual upkeep , being in concrete, is negligible 
compared to wood or iron..



MINUTE.

194423r..d Mar..ch..,.
The....i{Qnournbie..,To

From The Exe..c.u.fciv..e Eng.inQ.ez.,
The....Golonial secretary,

Stanley.Stanley, Falkland Islands.

Artificial tone

so

labour

possible
10.

Sche.ne:
.abour;

■p

old materials

the coot of materials

is

Executive Engii/eer.

p.W.49.

4.v i r tually exh a us ted.

nails, materials

3 carpenters2 labourers

lengths scheme

10.
-Lu/ •

0.
12.

. 02.

for 4 weeks 12. 7. 
for 2 weens <1 6. 7.

' ^11.7.0.
c. 7. 6.

5.
10. 
lb.

Present

ant.Pi

p.’,;. 74.
p.w. no.

ajj9 .

Jb. -.
a, lo7. 5.

No. ___________
(It is requested 

that, in any refer
ence to this minute, 
the above Number 
and the date may 
be quoted).

In both cases the cost of materials may with care be reduced but until work is actually started and the Oxd timber sorted and examined the final amount usuable must be hypothetical.

3. I submit the following figures for'comparative nemeses of the estimated cost to complete the work ns )rifinally planned,(i.e.witl the store) and the pronosol now submitted.Original Scheme:

Materials:New timber, glass, nails, felt after allowing for fullest possible reuse o old materials not exceeding

All work has been stopped at the moment as the present F.R. 
as you know I am anxious to get the work completed whichever scheme is finally adopted,in order to have a place for the labour gang to work on wet days, (the expenditure from the bet Time vote head is already double that for* t>e corresponding period last year.) I would therefore be most grateful 

for an early decision. ^4 . A ,

Materials.New timber, after allowing for reuse not exceeding.

As anticipated in :iy minute of lb. 2. 44. the present financial provision for* this project '.’ill not be adequate. 1 explained to you during your inspection of the site on Monday last the scheme has increased very considerably since it was originally proposed. The addition of the store automatically Introduced structu^l problems involving the use of much heavier timbers than w^re likelji to be obtained from the demolition of the quarry,and now this pulling down has been completed ,so much of the timber is in short that a most disappointing quantity could be reused, for th£ s submitted to you on 7. 2. 44.

felt etc.■ s far as 360.
4b9.

2. To :iy mind both the block diking shed and storey are essential for efficiency, but the latter could be dispensed^with a certain amount of inconvenience if. as I understand .one or more Nissen in situ” are likely to be available shortly. On this basis I have prepared an amended )lan omitting the store, which reduces very considerably the new timber required and also has been so designed to use in short lengths of varying sizes.

3 carpenters for 6 weeks2 labourers for 4 weeks

glass,
oi

6.6.
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MINUTE.
15th# August

To The Honourable
The Colonial Secretary

Stanley, Falkland Islands.

Repai

reference®
Para.2. (i) The men are not on piece work but are under the

charge of a reliable foreman on the spot.

employed and in these circumstances the put-put
The average output is twelveis satisfactory.

yards cube per diem per crusher.
(iii) The cost of the wear and tear of the road is

not included in the calculations of cost. It is
quite incorrect to say this road has little use
other than for the stone crushing plant; it is

private and Government, it is, (
sively used by the Agricultural Department for
access to their experimental paddocks at Eliza

(red 3 para (c) refers ), and haulage
contractors win stohe on the beach at Eliza Cove
for private usage.

decision was arrived at to abolish quarrying, having in2. The
mind (a) The provision under a court order, whereby a qualified

blaster and assistant must be maintained at all times
at a high rate of pay and whether blastibg or not.

(*) The small quantities produced after each shot and
time lost by other men while tamping and blasting was
in progress.

(C) The excessively high wear and tear on boring tools.
(d) The fact that the Construction Company Royal Engineers

having tried out the Quarry with every mechanical aid

drills and every variety ofin the way of pneumatic

(ii) As the work is high—ly suitable for some of the 
less physically fiKmen and boys they are thus

M999/39
(It is requested 

that, in any refer
ence to this minute 
the above Number 
and the date may 
be quoted.)

f Roads in Stanley.
Replying to your minute/of the 10th. inst. under the above

Cove,

a vital link in the access to peat banks, both
or was ), exten-

'From...The.Executive Engineer

...19(«( 15 AUG 1946^)



MINUTE.

COn/TDENTlAL. 1923 th llarch, 44.

To 'i‘he Executive Engineer,
From Colonial Secretary.The

STAnLE’f.

Stanley. Falkland Islands.

3.

Colonial Secretary.

ensure that all future estimates submitted are accurate 
detail as possible.

but in view of the 
it is hoped that

Eve ry
2.

quantity o
9

9

ith reference to your Minute of the 23rd march, His Excellency 
has app.coved or the revised plan for the block-making shed as submitted. 
A iiissen hut will oe procured at Snake Hill for extra storage space if 
prices prove to oe reasonable.

Further expenditure is authorised up to £157- 
suitable material available from the quarry 

your estimate oi £>5 for materials will prove to oe excessive, 
possible endeavour must oe made to show a saving on these figux-es.

4* Please
and in as great

His Excellency was most z*eluctant to agree to this excess 
expenditure. He points out that inefficiency oi labour should certainly 
have been allowed for in your oxuginal estimate and that if a proper 
examination of the quarry building had been carried out before its 

condition of the timber would have been seen and properdemolition, the 
provision made.

no. 74/4^,
(It is requested 

in any refer
ence to this minute, 
the above Number 
and the date may 
be quoted).



10th August,

To
From

STANLEY.

Stanley, Falkland Islands.

Repair of Roads in Stanley.

2. I am to enquire : -
(i)

(ii)

(iii) including wear and tear of a road that haswhether all costs, 
little use except to connect with Eliza Cove, are included in 
your calculations.

iNO._________________

(It is requested 
that, in any refer
ence to this minute 
the above Number 
and the date may 
be quoted.)

whether the men so employed are on piece-work, having regal’d to 
the isolated situation of their work and to the fact that any 
Supervisor can be seen coming f£om a considerable distance;

The Executive Engineer,
The Colonial Secretary,

I am directed by the Acting Governor to refer to your Minute of the 
15th of July, 1946, and to say that while His Excellency is aware that you 
consider that gaining and crushing stone at Eliza Cove is more economical 
than using the quarry, some evidence would be welcome to support that view.

In particular,

whether you consider the output satisfactory and what it amounts 
to:

EXCERPT PROM MINUTE TO EXECUTIVE ENSINEER OF 10. 8. I4.6 (Original filed in 199/39 
M.NHTP "Repair of Roads in Stanley")

<1 V A fl lx fl IL -4 • 

----------  fAj
19 46.



57
EXTRACT PROM RED 18 IN M.P* 129/46 (PUBLIC RELATIONS COMMITTEE).

The Committee also strongly suggests the reopening of the Magazine Valley as a quarry for road metal in preference to any 
other place and that the grading implement be attached to the 
stone-crusher and graded metal used as is the general practice 
in road-making. 



A thin coat of blind Ing sjaterial ii; then^addedf^0 

m: ?h?x^£sspart. hero -uat bo no euperf oun slurry or a muddy road will result. After rolling la finished the rdU'iJ £llJL.n 
to dry out. Thia, the oomlttee autee. 12 ♦£way Stanley roods were originally laid. until srrl +?*1® as this has had a fair trial, or it ie’uoaaiblo tn .t?!1® thorough road repalra, the Committee reU end2 that^Jri^ 
be ir-iported (preferably as soon as possible) to ba >.J5 tarmetal to fill in the pot holes in'tie^e? <UOn® 
Committee is of tho opinion that there should r2.aiv k2 need to experiment with road making m t'-’e 2■ .J** 110
la plentiful and convenient to obtain, “ ■ ‘ Awould be grateful for information on Chat pr^?t2^Ueo 
the Executive Engl near hne on quarrying and SilS^*^

S ~~RaGT gRBM LETTER FROM p, R, COMMITTEE OB 10. 9, 46.
(Original filed in 129/46 "Public Relation Cttee.") 

(Copy filed in 199/39 "Repair of Roads etc.")

. Regarding the question of road repairs, the meting after 
considerable discussion j>assed the following nsotltmt-

The public Relations Co;.*-ilttee recosu--ends tluit the 
Government cease digging.) upland relaying roadis with clny 
and large gauge stone cue,A»;being done at present. The 
C'oc&lttee considers that the piece of road in. brury btreet, 
which was laid in a similar mnner, to be a poor sample of 
road surfacing. '.The idea of tin experimental length of 
water-bound istacaton road is still strongly favoured by the 
Committee. A water-bound ascadan road, to quota Hr Bernard 
Knight, d;ffe. »■.♦ s>. ~nst.c."., r. ■.7», ■k.San. i,

•■ ! - (formerly iesietaot Lecturer at university college, ...ondon9 
on municipal Engineering; is laid down ns follows?- ♦ Angular 

but not flakoy, broeken stone of 2 to 2?, inch gtiuge is spread 
uniforraly over the foundations to a depth of about J;? inches, 
•-..’hie io rolled dry until it is friction-tight, 
is even.
’.Chis consists of a eraaller gauge stone, say frot;



E* fox* inf. arid copilfcj meam 7UA5 ®>
W‘39-

■oth Septasber* l;.6.

I am,

J

(Sgd.)
£op Ooluni&l Geeretaxy*

six*,

L. W, ALDRID G A

Sir,
Tour obedient servant*

*-h®
s'WUo ssUttoa® ceoaiUee,

Copy to E. L.  . ... — “Reorganisation of* the System o£ Stone collection & and 129/U6 1!P. & Conx«ittee'5.

Mth sreferenee to the eng^wstlcm that the ?iuarry in 
the Valley should be reopened, I asi dlreetsd by
the Anting' Governor to whether your coteittee are
fully estiafied that jsublie safety and approhsaelea trill 
not bo Jeopaixileed if it wem decided to re-opeu tho iusrry.



MINUTE.

19 §6.2nd October,

From olonial Secretary,TheT h e E x e c u t i ve *’ n r i ne e r 

Stanley.
Stanley, Falkland Islands.

I have collected the following details of cost of winning and
crushing stone by contract pre war in the Quarry and. present system
from Eliza Cove. The figures are submitted for record, rather than

in fact to compare them would be unfair for the following
reasons:-

(a) The pre war price was based, on labour at 1/~ per hour
for a nine hour day and was the result of a small but
very hardworking picked gang working as hard as' was
humanly possible.

(b) To revert to quarrying would mean that the elderly men
now suitably employed at Eliza Cove would, want some

were this possible.
(c) output from the quarry would not meet present

demands.
2. Quarrying contract work pre war:

One skip was taken to equal 2/J yards cubic.
Average weekly output therefore was 62 cubic yards.

Contract price per yard 8/9d including blastingCosts.
and crushing.

6.62 yards at 8/9 27. 2.
Engineman 9 hours at 1/2 12.

" 1/9u1
u.1.3.Explosive and fuse

16.Total cost 62 yards JO. 1.
9/11d.Cost per yard at the Quarry.

Cost of wear and tear on drills and tools including
At 8/9d men reconditionedsmithy coal is not included.

their own tools.

P.T.O.

INO.___________
(It is requested 

that, in any refer
ence to this minute 
the above Number 
and the date may 
be quoted.)

The

Average vroekly output 9J skips.

alternative work 'found for them,

comparison,

To The.... honour able, 



EXCERPT FROM MINUTES OF P. R. C. MEETING WITH HIS EXCELLENCY THE ACTING 
GOVERNOR CF 23. 9. U6 (Original filed, in 129/U-6 "P. R. Committee’1)

+“b+++4-++++++4“++++++++++4-++++4-+++++++*r4—F+

The meeting then turned, to the subject of the Magazine Valley Quarrey. 
Mr. Bonner (H.J. Sr.) and. Mr. Petterssen (J. ) gave their opinion on the 
matter, and. particulars of how it worked, ‘before, and. Loth defnitely favoured, 
the idea of re-opening, and said that all types of stone were to "be quarried. 
His Excellency said that apart from the problem of setting it in operation 
again, there was the problem of safety to the dwellers close by. The 
Committee thought the danger part could be overcome as it had been in the 
past days. His Excellency promised to go into the matter right away, and 
would be grateful if Mr. Bonner and Mr. Pettersson would give advice if 
requested. This they agreed to do.  ...



t

Ila

EXCERPT FROM MINUTE FROM EXECUTIVE ENGINEER OF 2. 10. U6 (Original filed in 199/39 "Repair of Roads etc.") 
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

5. Other than Ross Road our only use for crushed stone at this 
stage is for concrete work, for which purpose the stone from the 
quarry is unsuitable. To start the quarry again would entail 
an expenditure of £200 - 250 if stone was to be produced in quantity, 
and I feel that this is not justified for the comparatively small 
amount that we shall need for Ross. Road, on the assumption that 
the country roads will be supplied from nearer sourses.

I toolc the opportunity of ascertaining all the information^ 
I could about the past history of the quarry, as this point, I feel 
is highly relevant. The main reason why the quarry fell into 
disuse by the Government was owing to the fact that while the 
stone may be excellent for road construction it is much too dirty 
for concrete work containing as it does a very high percentage 
of clay. This point may also quite easily have had a strong 
influence on the Royal Engineers in taking their decision to give 
up quarrying. I understand that they had with them no trained 
quarryman, at least to put in charge of the work, and they did in 
fact request the services of a man from this Department and he quite rightly advised them that before they commenced operations 
in earnest it was essential that the debris at the base of the 
quarry face must be cleared away. The C. R. E. was not disposed 
to do this and eventually abandoned the project as in his opinion 
his minimum requirements of forty tons per day could hot. be met 
from the quarry. I gave this information in part correction 
of paragraph 2 (d) of my Minute dated 15th August, 19U6.



■

MINUTE.
/*• ,-nc 19 47.13th September,
r

To The Honourable,
From Qftl/O.fPublic. Works, The. Colonial Secretary,

Stanley. Stanley, Falkland Islands.

Re stone crushing in general, could, inquiries be made please
if there is any modern method of protecting men from the dust.

O.i/c. Public Works.

NO.
(It is requested . «\ 

that, in any refer- 
ence to this minute 
the above Number 
and the date may 
be quoted.)



3?
47.

48 appliances would be required, together with 60

I am,

Colonial secretary.

3»
pail’s of goggles.

Gentlemen,
I am directed by the Governor to enquire whether you are in a position to advise this Government of any modern appliances for^protecting from dust the respiratory organs of men working with cement and kindred dusty substances. W

16th Octoberj

2. The type of mask now An use consists of a double sheet of perforated aluminium or plastic material with a padding of cotton wool sandwiched between. The mask (or respirator) is shaped to cover nose and mouth and is held in position by loops of elastic cord. But it is unpopular because the breath causes the dust to cake and thus clog the respirator.

The Crown Agents for the colonies, h# Millbsnk, v/eGtrains tor, LONDON, S. W. 1.

Gentlemen,Your obedient servant,


